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Abstract

Linear response theories for small-amplitude nuclear motion are discussed. A review is
given of the Random-Phase Approximation and its successes and shortcomings are pointed
out. Systematic improvements are presented which include two-particle two-hole excita-
tions and account for dissipative effects due to binary collisions of nucleons in the mean
field. These improved theories describe inelastic scattering experiments satisfactorily over
a wide, kinematic»! range.
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1 Introduction

At low energies, the atomic nucleus can be viewed as non-relativistic many-body system of nu-
cieons which interact strongly via exchange of virt ual mesons. In spite of its intrinsic complexity
the excitation spectrum shows many "regular" features which reflect the average properties of
the nucleus and lead to the concept of a mean field. Such regular behavior is probed in the
"linear response regime" where the nucleus is .slightly jierturbed from equilibrium by apply-
ing a weak external field. Of particular interest are the "collective modes" which are excited
at long wavelength and small energies. Collective rModes are a common feature of Fermi sys-
tems (atoms, metallic clusters, Fermi liquids etc.) and strongly influence the non-equilibrium
behavior of surh systems. In the nuclear case they correspond to small-amplitude shape or
density vibrations. The restoring forces currently provide the most precise information about
the global features of the effective interactions among the nucleons. Of special importance are
the "giant resonances" (GR's) since a large fraction of the nticleons participate in the motion.
This results in a smooth mass number dependence of the resonance parameters. Consequently,
these carry import ant information about the global behavior of nuclei near equilibrium and,
through extrapolation, of nuclear matter near saturation.

The major difficulty in the theoretical description of the nuclear response lies in the fact,
that one deals with a strongly interacting finite many-body system with complicated two-body
interactions. The solutions the Schrõdinger equation an- only known in a few exceptional cases
(the few-body systems). It is very unlikely that exact calculations for heavier nuclei will be
available in the near future. One will have to continue to rely on approximations for reducing
the complexity of the many-body equations. Such approximations should, however, retain the
essential physics and he consistent with conservation laws. It is well established that the mean
field provides a rather accurate starting point for the many-body wave functions [1]. Based
on the notion of the mean field there are several methods commonly recognized as suitable
for the description of the nuclear response. These include: (i) semiclassical theories based on
time-dependent Martree-Fock (TDIIF) [2], [I], (ii) the generator coordinate method (ííCM)
[3|. [-1] which is a .stationary state collective theory, (iii) the sum-rule approach [•">]. [6] which
relates average response parameters to ground state properties and (iv) the Random-Phase-
Approximation (RPA) [7] which describes small amplitude motion as a coherent superposition
of one particle one-hole (lplh) excitations built on the ground state. Among these, the most
frequently used and probably lx\st understood is tin* RPA. Since it can be derived as the small-
amplitude limit of TDIIF (8], the RPA is essentially a nn-an field theory. It is very well suited for
the description of mean excitation energies and total transition probabilities as will be shown.
It fails, however, to account for the detailed energy distribution of the transition strength.
This is most noticeable in a systematic underprcdiction of the width I1. Microscopically V
can be regarded as a sum of two independent contributions : (i) A width due to the energy
distribution of elementary lplh excitations and the possibility of direct singlc-nucleon emission
into the continuum (usually called the escape width I') . This is the finite system analog of
"Landau damping" in homogeneous Fermi liquids and originates from the mean field. Therefore
it can be described within RPA (continuum Ri'A). (ii) The so-called "spreading width" (I ' )
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which is interpreted as the mixing of an RPA state with more complicated excitations of multi-
|>article multi-hole type. Ks|>ecially in heavy nuclei F' dominates. It descril>es dissipative
processes in which energy- is taken out the simple motion and is being transferred to intrinsic,
complex degrees of freedom. Hecause of the two-body character of the effective nucleuti-niicleon
interaction, 2p2h states cat) he considered as the "doorway states" for such a coupling. Thus
an extrusion of the RPA by inclusion of 2p2h excitations is the most attractive candidate for
incorporating damping effects beyond mean-field theory and hence provides a more complete
theory of small-amplitude nuclear motion. Such a theory is conimonlv called "second RPA"

These lectures are organized as follows: After some general remarks alxmt linear response
theory in which the basic quantities ol interest are defined, we will discuss a general many-
body method, the so-called "equation of motion method". This method provides a consistent
theoretical framework for systematic improvements beyond the RPA. Before introducing such
improvements I will first review the RPA. Typical results for strength functions, transition
densities and currents of collective states as well as inelastic rnxis sections will !ie presented
which illustrate the successes and failures of the RPA. We then discuss improvements within
the framework of the SRPA. After deriving the relevant many-body equations and some general
properties [ will give various results to exemplify these improvements.

It may l>e useful to quote references on which these lectures are partly based. General
discussions about collective unclear modes, espet iallv giant resonances, can be found in refs. [12].
[l'\] ami [II]. Collective spin excitations which liavr been of particular interest in the past
decade, are reviewed in refs. [l^j and jlfi]. There are two excellent .summaries of the sum rule
approach to the nuclear response in refs. [.">{ and [•>] which I will make use of. to some extent.
Finally, the IIMWV of damping beyond RPA has b«>en reviewed in refs. [17], [ISj and most
recently in ref. [I!)}.

2 General Remarks

2.1 Linear Response Theory

Kven though the nuclear motion is intrinsically random, there exist "elementary modes" such
as quasi particle- and collective excitations. The latter have boson ic character. Such "simple"
motion shows up as regular features in the nuclear excitation spectrum and can be detected
by experimental probes which couple directly to the particle density, spin density, currents
etc. Well known examples are the absorption of photons or the inelastic scattering of leptoris
and hadrons. Under many circumstances, these probes interact weakly with the nucleus and the
scattering process can be treated in Plane-Wave-Morn-Approximation (PWIJA) or Distorted-
Wave- Horn-Approximation (DWHA).

To establish a general framework for dealing with weakly interacting probes let us start with
a nucleus of A nucleons in the ground stale. The many body llamillonian which determines
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the ground state wave function shall be denoted by HÁ. Now consider a perturbing field / ( r , i)
which, for example, couples to the particle density and s turned on at f = i0. The corresponding
perturbation Hamiltonian in the Heisenberg picture is then

t) (2.1.1)

where pit *• the particle density operator of the unperturbed system. If the perturbation is
sufficiently weak we have to consider the change in density 6{p) to first order in H' only. Then,
6(f>) is related to the density-density correlation function as

6(p{r,t)) = i jf A'/^OI^Cr'./'K^irOHOj/tr',*') (2.1.2)

where |0) is the unperturbed ground state. Other correlation functions can be defined simi-
larly. Obviously, />(/>) is linearly dependent on / and hence the output signal of the system
is proportional to I In- input signal (linear response)- At first sight, the weak-field assumption
seems to be a severe restriction. We will see, however, that the correlation functions contain
rich information about the system, including elementary modes, criticality to phase transitions
etc.

To relate directly to measurable quantities, one commonly defines the response function Rf
as the overlap of 6(p) with the external field /

). (2.1.3)

After Fourier transformation and upon inserting a complete set of eigenstates \v) of the Hamil-
ton operator IIA we arrive at the spectral representation for Rj

where F — f<Prpti(r,Q)f(r,Q) is hermitian and ;; is put in to ensure proper causality. This
expression has simple poles at the exact excitation energies Ew and the residues give the tran-
sition probability between the ground- and excited states. We can therefore define the strength
function S/ as

S,(E) = -—/?,(E) = EMmi'M - (£, - Bo)) (2.1.5)

which i» just the inelastic cross section correspond ing to the external field / . For scattering
of plane waves (/(r) = f 'q r) it is displayed schematically in Fig. 1 as a function of three-
momentum transfer q and energy transfer E.
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the nuclear inelastic response to a weak plane-wave field
f(r.f) = f I < i r + l / - ' which transfers three-moment urn q and energy E.

At low q and small E. the response exhibits collective motion (surface modes and giant res-
onances) in which many particles participate in a coherent fashion. As the spaiial resolution
of the probe increases (higher q and larger excitation energy) the role of the collective modes
diminishes and the single-particle nature of the response becomes prominent. It reflects itself
in a "<|uasielastic bump" whose peak energy varies as q2/2M. In this region the external probe
couples directly to a single nucleon and knocks it out of the nucleus. As q and E are further
increased one starts to probe the internal structure of the nucleon itself. The first excited state
of the nucleon. the A-isobar, becomes visible as a broad resonance. Other nucleon resonances
are also excited but less prominently. Eventually, at very large q and E. one reaches the so-
called "scaling regime" which corresponds to scattering from partons. the nucleon constituents
in the deep inelastic regime.

It i.s often useful and convenient to characterize the response of a given many-body system
by a few global parameters such as the mean energy, the width efc. In the nuclear case these
vary smoothly with particle number and are related to macroscopic properties of the nucleus like
the number of protons or neutrons, the ground state nns radius efc. CJIobal strength function
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parameters are provided by the energy-weighted moments of the strength function

m) =JdEEkSs(E). k = 0± 1, ±2, ... (2.1.6)

and are called "sum rules". They ran be expressed as ground state expectation values

J (///i-/^)t/'|0). (2.1.7)

and are often less model dependent than the strength function itself. To characterize the
strength distribution we may define a set of energies as

If 5/ is sharply peaked at a certain energy, then all the £j coincide. The degree to which they
differ reflects the energy dispersion of the distribution. In particular we may define the width
Tf as

-{€})*. (2.1.9)

Of special importance is the energy-weighted sum rule (KWSR) nij which is also known as
the /-sum rule in condensed matter physics [20]. It can be shown that in case of a conserved
current this sum rule does not depend on the specific form of H^. It is therefore a crucial test
for any approximate evaluation of the response function. Furthermore, the EWSR plays an
important role in the restoration of broken symmetries.

2.2 The Equation of Motion Method

The aim of microscopic many-body theory is to determine the linear response function /?/
(eq.(2.1.1)) from the quantum motion of the A imcleons, i.e. to find the poles and residues from
the underlying llamiltoniaji HA- This implies the solution of the Schrodinger equation for the
/1-particle nucleus

//» = /•,». (2.2.1)

Ignoring many-body forces the microscopic Ihüiillonian H4 consists of a kinetic energy term
and two-body interaction. For convenience we shall vvrii*.* it in second quantization as

\ L ^ (2.2.2)
aft uii- 1
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where roii^ denote antisymmetrized two-body matrix elements. The bare two-nucleon inter-
action v has a hard core which prohibits any perturbative evaluation of the many-body wave
function. One usually circumvents this problem by introducing an effective interaction which
already incorporates the strong short-range correlations induced by the hard core. On a mi-
croscopic level such effective interactions are provided by the Brueckner G-matrix which sums
the in-medium nucleon-nucleon interaction to all orders in perturbation theory. Since there are
serious saturation problems in such an approach purely phenomenological interactions are still
much more successful.

Even with a relatively weak two-body potent ial the full solution of the many-body Schròdinger
equation is not possible. To set up a coherent framework for approximations we will use
the equations of motion method [21]. The idea of this method is to rewrite the many-body

Schrõdinger equation as the equation of motion for operators Qv which create exact eigenstates
\u) of the Hiimiltonian II\

11/) = Ql\0) and Qv\0) = 0, for all v. (2.2.3)

lhe ground stale |0) with energy Eo is the vacuum state. The Schrõdinger equation then
straightforwardly yields the equations of motion

! ( ^ - / ' O ) Q ! | 0 > . (2.2.4)

* T "t
The operator Ql is now expanded in the set of bosonic operators {b}} and their hermitian
conjugate {bt} which contain products of «fermion creation and annihilation operators

This definition span I in complete Hubert space of the Ilamiltonian H A. II we now multiply
•'i (2.2.1) from the left by an arbitrary variation (0\f>Q on the excited state ket-vector (f| and

•-•' .'•.',! — 0 we obtain

which is fully equivalent to the many-body S< hrodinger equation (2.2.1). Substituting eq. (2.2.5)

into eq. (2.2.6) and allowing bQ to be any of the Ô] yields the matrix equation

A B \( X

where ,V" (yv) stands for the vectors {V'} ({),"}) and the siibrnaf rices have the following
form
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a =-(Q\lb,,[HAM\O) = B}1

ui} = (o\[hj]}\o) = lit

(2.2.8)

It we introduce a state vector V as

eq. (2.2.7) can be rewritten, in short notation, as

-HP" = EVMV*. (2.2.10)

The stability matrix "H and the metric matrix M are easily identified by comparison with
eq. (2.2.7). Each solution of eq. (2.2.10) for positive energy V(E,,) = (.V, y) is accompanied
by a negative energy solution V( — Eu) = (y' ,.V*). From the orthogonality of excited states

(2.2.11)

we obtain theorthonormality relation

E,)K,. (2.2.12)

Furthermore, the eigenvectors satisfy the closure relation

Wr^M = 1. (2.2.13)

These expressions will const it ute a reference for our subsequent approximations.

3 The Random-Phase-Approximation

3.1 Formulation

The exact problem, as expressed by eqs. {2.2.1) or (2.2.10), cannot be solved. In practice, the
Hilbert space has to be restricted. The guiding principle for such restrictions is the approximate
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validity of the mean field concept [l], in which nncleons move freely in an average field generated
by their mutual interactions. Phenoinenologically such a field is well represented by a Woods-
Saxon potential. More microscopically, it is generated by the static Hartree-Fock potential. It is
then convenient to express the nuclear Hamiltonian HA in a representation which diagonalizes
the mean field

HA = (3.1.1)

where *,, are the mean field single-particle energies and v is the "residual interaction". The
single-particle wave functions obey a one-body Schròdinger equation

= ta<t>a (3.1.2)

and the ground s ta te wave function is obtained In filling all single particle s tates up to the
Fermi energy < f.. This is usually called the Independent-Particle-Model ( IPM) ground s ta te .

In the simplest approximation to the general many-body equations (eq. 2.2.4) we now
describe excit« ••[ states as a linear superposition of Ip lh excitations in the basis of single-particle
states (Fig. 2).

v

a>
UJ

i i / 111 11 7 I f I i f f\/O(—\
/ / . / / / / / / / / / I I ~Jl £• V /

/ / / / / / Id 3/2Í + )
2sl/2(+)

Fig. 2: Ip lh excitations in '"() . Both bound state and continuum transit ions are shown. Such
rns are coherently snperiHiposed in llir HIW.
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i.e. the operator set {i('} and {6,} which defines {(),•} is given by fermion pair operators such
that

(3.1.3)

The amplitudes X'^h are called the forward-going amplitudes while Y'v
h are the backward-going

amplitudes. Note that an excited state can be formed by annihilating a state above the Fermi
surface and creating a state below. Thus the RPA ground state, defined Ky Qv\ò) = O is
correlated i.e. it is improved with respect to the IPM ground state. A measure of the ground

state correlations are the occupation probabilities »„ = (0|aj>aa|0) of single-partide states. In
tlie IPM ground state these are 1 for states below the Fermi surface and 0 for states above.
In the RPA ground state, on the other hand, they are determined by the backward-going
amplitudes as

- (\ - i l I'V
- '

(3.1.4)
Pi.

Results for 40('a are displayed in |- ig. 3.

-60 -Í0 -20 0 20

-60 -L0 -20 0 20

Fig. 3: Single -pariu Ir occupation
neutron» and protons in "'('a [22]

in die UI'A ground state. Results are shown for
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Typically the depletion of hole states is of the order of 5%-10%, being largest for ;:tates n« at
the Fermi energy.

Given eq. (3.1.3) we have to evaluate the ground state expectation values of the commu-
tators for the .4- and /J-niatrix and the metric matrix in eq.-(2.2.8). Here enters a further
approximation. Rather than using the RPA ground state we employ the lPM-ground state |Ò).
This is known as the linearization of the equations of motion, or the quasi-bosor. approximation.
Then

= {Õ\{aUP,[HA,al.ah,}}\Õ} = A*p.k,ph

= B
p,h.,ph

Uphyh> = (Õ|[aínp,«J,flfc']|Õ} =

VpA.p'A' = (Ò|[n][op,n][,ap.]|Ò) = -fipr>hh'- (3.1.5)

After insertion of the explicit form of llA (3.1.1) one obtains the following RPA equations

(A B \ ( X" \ ,, / 1 0 \( A" \ ...

with

Mph.p'h1 = I'pp'hh1- ( 3 . 1 . 7 )

The orthoiiormality relatioiis for the excited state wave fun» :ons air given by

rh

i"in.-illy the transition amplitude for the external field /'' can be expressed as

(0 | />) = E / r / - ^ + //,,>;;: fpH = (P\F\h) (3.1.!))
ph

With RPA eigenvalues Ev and the transition amplitudes (0|/''|t/) the response function Rj[E)
(eq.-(2.2.-l)) and hence the strength function S,(K) are determined. A diagrammatic repre-
sentation is given in Fig. •}. It corresponds to a summation of pli-bubbles to all orders ("ring
approximation") but also includes ph-ladder diagrams which arise from the antisyininetrization
of llir residual interaction.
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Fig. 4: Diagrammatic representation of the RFA response function.

Some comments on sum rules are appropriate. The RPA is the lowest approximation which
is consistent with the EWSR. In general, the EVVSR is given by

"'} = £ £,IM/1O)|2 = 5<0|[A[Ail,/l]|0) (3.1.10)

(see eq. (2.2.7)). It has been shown by Thou less [23] that the same relation holds if the Ihs is
evaluated within the RFA and the rhs in the 1PM ground state. The RPA will conserve the
KWSR if the external field / commutes with the residual interaction t>. This is the case if
r is zero range and / does not couple to spin or isospin. Then, as we shall derive later, the
rhs yield.»

(3.1.11)

where Pu{v) is the ground state density in the IPM. Though quantum-mechanical, this sum rule
can be easily understood in classical terms. The Ihs is the average energy given to the nucleus
by the perturbing field / . On the rhs V / is the impulse given to a nucleon at position r.
Thus (V/)2/2A/ is the kinetic energy density at position r and the integral is the average total
kinetic energy given to the whole nucleus. For multipole fields of the type /(r) = TLYLM{T)

one readily obtains the familiar result

(3.1.12)

(3.1.13)

where
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Another interesting case is the plane wave field /(r) = e"1* which is encountered for instance in
longitudinal electro-excitations of the nucleus. In this case one easily proves from eq. (3.1.11)
that

m\ = A^-. (3.1.14)

which is just the /-sum rule derived in condensed matter physics [20]. This sum rule is universal
and does not require detailed knowledge of the ground state. In fact it is a reflection of the
conservation of particle number and hence must be independent of the Hamiltonian. It is
satisfying to see, that the RPA yields the correct result. Any improvements will have respect
the /-sum rule and we shall see that this, in fact, can be achieved.

3.2 Results

This section presents typical Rl A results which are intended to show the success as well as
the limitations of this approximation. For simplicity we shall consider spherical nuclei. For
completeness I give the angular-momentum-coupled RPA equations which have to be solved
in practical applications. To construct an excited state the elementary ph states have to be
coupled to definite angulai momentum and parity . / ' as

^j.-m^) (3.2.1)

where \jnij) denotes the single-particle angular momentum state obtained by coupling the
orbital angular momentum to the partirles's spin

I M ) = £ (/ni/.s,»,jj/i,J)|/,,i/)|.sm,). (3.2.2)

We can now write down ílie RPA excitation operator (eq. (3.1.3)) in coupled form. Including
the particle continuum one has

Qw.iE) = £ rdJxih(E)(a\ah)JMj - (-)^^M%J
k(E)(a\ap)JM\. (3.2.3)

Ph J'f I >

Then the (continuum) RPA equations become

p'h'

rltJ{Ph\v\p'hrfYjh,(E) + [-Y'-t'+'WvlWjXfriE)). (3.2.4)
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which is a set of coupled-channel integral equations. These equation have discrete energy* solu-
tions corresponding to bound states as well as continuous energy solution which describe single-
particle emission. The angular-moinentum-coupled two-body matrix elements {ph\v\p'h')j can
be found, for instance, in ref. [24]. There are various ways of solving the continuum RPA equa-
tions: either directly as coupled-channel equations or by expansion in a set of basis functions
which yields algebraic equations.

3.2.1 Multipole Strength Functions

As a first application we discuss strength functions for multipole fields of the form / ( r ) =
rJYjnt(r) which represent the response in the long-wavelength limit and hence exhibit collective
behavior of the nucleus. Fig. 5 displays results for isoscalar quadrupole (/(r) = r2V2xi(r)) and
nionopole excitations (/(r) = r2) in a variety of spherical nuclei (25). These results were
obtained in a standard Woods-Saxon mean field with the global parameter set of Bohr and
Mottelson [26] and a residual interaction of the Landau-Migdal type [28]

v - Co( FQ + F^r • r' + 6 > • a1 + r , > • tr'r • <r>(r - r')- (3.2.5)

Here Co = 150 MeVfm3 is a strength parameter and Fo etc. are the Landau-Migdal parameters
which are usually adjusted to some known excited state*. It turns out that Fo is strongly
density dependent while the others are not. For F» one commonly chooses a linear density
dependence

win-re (>,,\r) is the ground state density. Global fits yield the following values

f-Zn = 0.2 / ; ' = - 4.3 FÓ = 3.5
Go = 0.2 C"o = 1.5 (3.2.7)

This parameter set has been used in Fig. 5. The dashed lines represent the pure ph response
without residual interaction, while the full lines give the RPA results. Since the isoscalar
residual interact ion is attractive one sees a downward shift of the strength distribution and a
<«>ii<miration in a few peako, the " collective states". In the quadrupole response one notices
two types of collective states. One is the giant isoscalar quadrupole resonance GQ0R which
occurs in ail nuclei. Its energy varies smoothly with mass number as ECQOR ~ 60 A~x^.
in addition, nuclei like w('a or ^ P b , show low-lying states which are the well-known .surface
quadrupole oscillations [27]. They arise from the specific shell closures of the nuclei in question.
For the monopole response the RPA predicts no low-lying .states (lower part of Fig. 5). It is
not p«is.sible to obtain low-energy pli .states which can couple to . / ' = 0+. There i.s. however,
concentration of transition strength at higher energy which corresponds to the isoscalar giant
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monopole resonance GM0R- As the mass number increases the width of this resonance narrows
considerably.

Quadrupole 2+ T=0

Breathing-Mode 0+ T=0

•*Sn

"Zr

"Ni

: í
•>

RPA

l-i

Fig. 5: Multipole strength distributions for various sphrrical nuclei calculated in RPA. Isoscalar
quadrupolr and inono|x>le excitations arc shown.

This is easy to understand from the shell structure of the ground state. In light nuclei only
single-particle states of low-angular momentum are occupied. Thus monopole excitations in-
volve ph transitions in which the particle stales loo have low angular momentum. The energy
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of these particles are above emission threshold and they easily escape. The centrifugal barrier
is smah. With increasing mass number higher angular-momentum states are occupied in the
ground state and therefore the centrifugal barrier for particle emission increases. In addition,
the Coulomb barrier for proton emission increases. In heavy nuclei this results in very narrow
escape widths Tl for the monopole (in ""Pb Fr ~ 150 keV). We will come back to this point
later.

The .4-depe«>'ence of the GMUR energy is interesting since i; allows a determination of the
compression modulus of nuclear matter /v'x. [29]. Fig. 6 shows the calculated energies compared
to experiment [30].
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Fig. f>: Mass number de|wndence «>f I lie (,'Mt,H «ii.rgy. Tin- «lotted line depid s results without
n-sidual interaction while I'm full line gives the KPA results. The data were tak« n from ref. [30].

For pitre ph excitations without residual interaction they are much too high while the RPA
calculations account well for the data. To deduce h\, one makes use of compressibility .sum
rule mjX which relate* A'x to the nuclear matter l.andai' parameter /•'„* as [6]

A.v = o/f( I + r0 ) (.f.J.oj

Here tf. - /'J-/2.W = 37 Me\' is I lie Fermi energy. Since the ground state density of finite
nuclei is very close to thai, of nuclear mailer we may identify / o

x with f'o" (see eq.-(3 2.6). For
/•JJ" - 0.2 we then obtain in A'v = 267 Me\'. This is in g«x>d agreement with the experimental
value A''/p = 270 ± 13 MeV obtained from a liqui»! drop modi! fit to tin* measured GMVR
excitation eiH-rgies [30].
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As a further example of RPA strength functions we show* in Fig. 7 total photo absorption
cross sections <T., for several nuclei.

200r

J. « e i 4 « i « 2 0 2 2 2 4 t « 2 * 9 0

Fig. 7: Total photo a!>sorption cross sections as predicted by RPA. The full lines indicate results
using a Woods Saxon mean field and a Landau Migdal residual interaction [31 j while the dashed
lines denote self consistent calculations with a Skyrnie III interaction [32J. The data were taken
from refs. [:j:J] and [35].

These cross sections are essentially saturated by dijiole transitions with

(3.2.9)

dB(FA)ldE is the dipole strength function. In KPA

Zf
(3.2.10)

As usual the dipole operator is corrected for spurious renter of mass motion which results in
an effective charge for proton» as well a* neutrons.

The results shown in Fig. 7 where again obtained in a Woods Saxon mean field and a
Landau Migdal residual interaction. In this case the KWSR for dipole excitations (the Thomas
Reiche-Kuhn (THK) sum rule)
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(3.2.11)

is obeyed by the RPA. Comparison of the theoretical results with experiment [33], [35] shows
that the centroid energies of a^ are reasonably well reproduced but the width is underestimated
considerably as the mass number increases. This is a major shortcoming of the RPA which
shows up also in other reactions, as we shall see.

Currently there is considerable interest in the dipole response of nuclei near the neutron
drip line. This interest arises largely from recent measurements of the Coulomb dissociation
of such nuclei. For nLi on ao8Pb at an incident energy of E/A = 800 MeV, for instance, such
measurements give a cross section aCD = 890 ± 100 nib [36]. This large cross section can be
attributed to the weak binding of "Li. In fact the binding of "Li is surprising since 10Li is
unbound. One may take the point of view [37] that "Li is described by a mean field in which the
last two neutrons occupy the lpl/2 shell with a binding energy less than 1 MeV such that they
are easily striped into the continuum. This picture is supported by shell model calculations.
Using the Woods-Saxon parameters of ref. [37] the resulting ground state density distributions
as displayed in Fig. 8.

10°

10'

? 102

10*

I

10*

"Li

0.0 2.0 4.0 6.0 80

r(fm)

Fig. 8: (irouiid state density distributions of "Li [38]. The dashed-dotted line indicates the
proton distribution while the full line depicts the neutron distribution. The clashed line gives
the unit ion distribution without pairing.

The neutron density extends far beyond the proton density and one speaks of a neutron halo.
Pairing correlations in I he ground state increase the size the neutron halo further [38].

In the mean field picture the break up of "Li proceeds through stripping of the weakly
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bound neutrons via dipole transitions since the relativistic Coulomb field at collision energies
of ~ 1 GeV is still dominated by dipolar radiation components [39]. One can then express the
dissociation cross section by folding the dipole strength function dB(El)/dE with the number
of equivalent photons n-,(E) which specify the strength of the radiation field

•f
Jo

dE
(3.2.12)

At high energy a simple analytic expression for n^(E) can be derived [39]. It is a steeply
decreasing function which heavily weights the low-energy part of the dipole strength function.
Fig. 9 shows dü(El)/dE for RPA (full line) and quasiparticle RPA (QRPA) which includes
pairing correlations in the ground state (dashed line).

. H ' B ! E : ' ! - QRPA AND RPA

:t I»

Fig. 9: Dipole strength distribution in "Li. The full line displays RPA results while the dotted
line includes pairing correlations in the ground state [38].

In all cases one sees a considerable softening of the response as compared to r uclei close to
stability. The low-energy strength is entirely due to neutron transitions. To collect the full
strength one has to carefully treat, the continuum because of the weak binding. The resulting
dissociation cross sections are

Irer

QHI'i

in
I If

good agrmwnt with rx|H*ritnent [Í6J.

730 mb

595 nib

813 mb (3.2.13)
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3.2.2 Transition Densities and Currents

In this section we discuss the RPA description of density changes and current flow when a weak
external field is applied to the nucleus in its ground state. Let us start with the definition of the
density operators for point-like protons and neutrons which either oscillate in phase (isoscalar)
or out of phase (isovector)

The current operators, describing the particle flow, are defined as

ÍDPi,í(r-ri))r,íj). (3.2.15)

The isoscalar four-current operator jo = {po,ju) is of particular interest since it obeys a conti-
nuity equation, due to particle number conservation

V.jo(r) = i[A,(r) ,^] (3.2.16)

(A similar equation holds for the charge current jc = l/2(j0 + JT) due to charge conservation).
For transition matrix elements eq. (3.2.16) translates into

- V • Hjo(r)|0) = 0 (3.2.17)

Using the nmltipole decomposition

JM

Jr)rJ J I M(f). (3.2.18)
JM

and defining the reduced multipole transition matrix elements as

••= (»\\hAr))jj,M(r)\\0) (3.2.19)
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eq. 3.2.17) can be rewritten as

On the other hand

<*rrJ+I #.,_, (r) (3.2.21)

i.e. only p'j(r) and j^ - /+,(r) are independent quantities. This well-known fact is frequently used
in the analysis of inelastic electron scattering experiments [40].

Within the RPA the radial transition densities pj(r) and current components jjj>(r) are
obtained in analogy toeq. (3.1.9) as

ph

Ph

where we have used the fact, that ffj = phf and
densities and currents

(3-2-22)

Explicit expressions for the ph

tf = {Jp\\h{r)YjM(r)\\h)
jfj' = {Jp\\hj'{r)YjJ'M(r)\\h) (3-2-23)

can be found, for instance, in ref. [10].
Inelastic electron scattering is a very precise tool to measure density- and current distribu-

tions, since energy- and momentum transfer can be varied independently. By measuring the
longitudinal and transverse form factors for a given transition, as a function of q, the spa-
tial distributions pj[r) and jjj+i(r) can be obtained after Fourier transformation (or a suitable
DWHA analysis). To compare the RPA predictions directly with such measurements the point-
particle distributions (eq. (3.2.22)) have to be convoluted with the finite size electromagnetic
form factor of the nucleon Ggir,^). Furthermore one has to add magnetization current con-
tributions which account for the fact that the nucleons have spin. Representative results are
shown in Fig. 10 for the three lowest 5" -states in 208Pb. These are bound surface oscillations.
We compare various RPA predictions to the high-resolution measurements of ref, [40]. The
RPA descriVs the measured distributions qualitatively but there is no agreement in detail.

For giant resonances there is a more model-independent way to predict transition densities
and currents [5]. It is based on generalised sum rules and uses the fact that OR1» exhaust a
large fraction of the EWSK. The method is particularly powerful for isoscaJar resonances.
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Fig. 10: Transition charge {Ihs ) and current (rhs ) densities for the first three 5" levels in
**Pb. The RPA results are taken from (a) [41], (b) [42]. (c) [44] and (d) from [43].

Consider the following exact relation for the sum of mat i ix elements of the isoscalar four-current
o|M*rator j 0

1

(3.2.24)

where po(r) is the ground state density. We will make use of the definition of the external field
operator F in terms of / (r) and the density operator f>o(r) (see subsect. 2.1)

F= (3.2.25)

It then follows from <-<|. (3.2.24) that
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> M = " TTjMr) V/(r). (3.2.26)

Using the continuity equation (eq. (3.2.17)) the current matrix elements on the lhs can be
replaced by the density matrix elements as

£ Ev(0\po(r)\v)(»\ £ /(r,-)|0) = ^-V • ÍA.(r)V/(r)}. (3.2.27)

Applying eq. (3.2.25) once more we then recover the EWSR as

= m) (3.2.28)

which is precisely the expression given in eq. (3.1.11).
Let us now assume that a single state |i/r) of energy Ev exhausts the KWSR. This is well jus-

tified for giant resonances. Then we can derive from eqs. (3.2.26) and (3.2.27) exact expressions
for its transition density and current as

|/̂ ) = — ^
"' V'»}

Now take the isoscalar external field

(3.2.29)

f(r) = rJYMr) (3.2.30)

which corivsjMMids to long-wave-length excitations. For spherical ground state distributions
and ./ > I one can easily show that

p7tr) « r ^ p
J7lr) x M')Vi''YMf)- (3.2.31)

It Í8 worthwhile noting that tliei<e expressions liavr a simple classical interpretation in terms of
hydrodynamics. The liquid drop model assumes that, for ./ > 1, the radial coordinate r is to
be deformed as [27]

r-»r(l+/?jVjo), (3.2.32)

ftj being the deformation parameter. Then I he deformed density is expanded iti terrnn of flj.
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/»(') = Pa(r)(l •

which yields the transition density 6pj{r) as

Spjlr) = -for

(3.2.33)

dpo(r)
dr '

(3.2.34)

For J = 2 this is exactly the same as eq. (3.2.31). The equivalence of the sum rule approach
and hydrodynamics holds, in fact, for all J > 2 [5j. Another interesting case is the GM0R
which exhausts a large fraction of the EWSR for the external field / ( r ) = ra. Putting this into
eq. (3.2.29) predicts

Poc(r) oc —impa

j-(r) oc Po(r)Vr3 (3.2.35)

which is the classical Werntz-Überall model for the breathing mode of nuclei [45].
It. is instructive to compare the sum rule approach with the RPA. An example is shown in

Fig. 11 for the GQUR- and G\I0R transition densities in m Pb.

004 0.02

0.01

10.0 10.0

Fin. II: Theoretical transition densities for the GQJ1 and the GMoft in ^ P b . The full lines
depict the RPA predictions while the dashed lines give the sum rule results.

The two models are quite similar in the surface region. There are, however, differences in
the nuclear interior which are quite pronounced for the monopole. The density change near
the center is much larger in the RPA. This difference is significant for the interpretation of
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the breathing mode as a "zero sounJ" mode [46]. Unfortunately, no measurements of giant
resonance transition densities are available to shed light on this question.

I would like to point out another important difference between the RPA and the sum rule
approach (hydrodynamics) which concerns currents. The first observation is that the current
we derived in eq. (3.2.31) has a vanishing jjj+i component, as is easily verified. To give a
physical interpretation we define a velocity field as

(3.2.36)

For all J this velocity field satisfies the equation

V x v?(r) = 0 (3.2.37)

which implies that the motion is irrotational. This is consistent with the fact that jjj+i = 0
because these coin|>onerits are the only source for rotational parts in the velocity field [47].
Furthermore, due to the identity V V 7 ! j 0 = 0? we also have that for J > 0

V • v7(r) = 0 (3.2.38)

which means that the motion is incompressible. How do these predictions compare to RPA
calculations? In Fig. 12 the RPA-velocity fields for the low-lying 2 + surface mode and thr
GQoIt are shown.
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Fig. 12: Velocity field (oq. (3,2.36)) for tlir qnadriipole surface mode (Ihs ) and the GQ0R (rhs )
in ;o8 l 'b as predicted by the RPA.
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The flow pattern of the giant resonance is irrolationai. However, the surface mode has large
rotational pieces and the hydrodynamical treatment seems questionable. Of course, the sum
rule approach should not be applied to this case, since the surface mode only exhausts a small
fraction of the EVYSR. From electron scattering there is evidence for a sizable jjj+i component
[40] which would favor the RPA description of this mode over hydrodynamics. There are,
however, more spectacular differences. The RPA yields modes which have no restorinf force in
hydrodynamics! One such mode is the so-called "twist mode** has been predicted in ref. [48]
using semiclassical arguments. One can view this mode as an oscillation of the upper against
the lower hemisphere by twisting them in opposite directions (Fig. 13).

Fig. 13: Velo» itv field of the "twist mode". This mode lias no restoring force in hydrodynamics.

This mode is a current excitation with J" = 2~ and is indeed found in RPA calculations [49],
[50]. It i.s most prominent in very heavy nuclei and could be detected in inelastic electron
scattering at low momentum transfer. However, this mode has never been clearly identified
experimentally.

3.2.3 Nucleon-Nucleus Reactions

At incident energies above 100 MeV and for sn.all scattering angles and moderate energy
loss, nucleon-nucleus inelastic scattering is essentially direct. This means that the projectile-
nucleon interacts with a single nucleon in the target (one-step process). In this case one can
use the DWBA for the evaluation of the inelastic cross section. Furthermore the T-matrix
approximation for the effective project .He-target interaction heroines applicable and one speaks
of the Distorted-Wave-Impulse-Approximation (I)WIA). In this approximation the differential
cross section has the following form
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düdE
(3.2.39)

where Bi{j) and k^j^ are the initial (final) energy and three-momentum of the projectile-nudeon.
&A(B) denote the total energy of the target before (after) the collision and W is total energy
of all particles in the cm-system. E,j = E, — Ej is the energy loss in the reaction which
has to equal the excitation energy £'„ in the target. The transition o|>erator F involves the
optical model distorted waves \ £ / ( \ { k \ ) f°r '"«* initial (final) scattered nurlron and the free
nucleon-nucleon T-matrix in the nucleon-nitclciis cm-frame

JAkMrk^pW (3-2-4°)

The projectile coordinate rF is integrated over such that F is a one-body operator in the target
coordinates r,. The multipole decomposition of /*' ,s juite complicated and will not be given
here. It can l>«- found, for instance, in ref. (51].

A convenient parameterization for the T-matrix, widely used in DVVIA calculations, has
been given by Franey and Love [52]. It is given in a local form

/(rr.ty, E) = jd\<"• r/(q. F); r = rp - r, (3.2.41)

where exchange terms are treated in a zero-range approximation and the (q, /^-dependence is
expanded in Yukawa functions with energy-dependent, complex coupling strengths. As usual.
the T-matrix ca» be decomposed into various tensor-invariants

t(q,E) = Vw(q, E) + /;„(</. i:)rr'

+ (t'ós{q,E) + l[s((i.E)T-T')LuS (3.2.42)

which include central-, tensor- and spin-orbit pieces. The largest component is the spin-scalar
isospin-scalar term foo which implies that isoscalar non-spinflip modes will be predominantly
excited in (/»,/»')- or {n,n') reactions. The next most important contribution is the spin-isospin
term in which couples to isovector spin-flip excitations. In charge-exchange reactions of the
(/»,;»)- or (n,p) type the tm term cannot contribute and /» becomes the dominant term. This,
in fact, led to the discovery of the gjaut, (íamow-Teller resonance in the early l°80's [53], [54].

Given the transition operator F (eq. (3.2.10)) the RPA cross sections can be calculated
according to eqs. (3.2.39) and (3.1.9). Two results are shown in Fig. 14. It can bp concluded
that the resonance positions are quite well reproduced. The same is true for the energy-
integrated cross sections. On the other hand the experimental cross sections show fnuch less
structure than the theory. This is similar to what we saw in subsect. 3.2.1 for photo absorption.
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Fig, 14: DWIA-RI'A cross sections for intermediate energy nucleon-nucleus scattering. The
Ih* display» calculations for the charge-exchange reaction "Zr^nJ^Nb at 200 MeV incident
proton energy and three different scattering angles [55]. The data were taken from ref. [56].
The r/w shows result» for the reaction <°ea(/i,//)40Ca at 3J9 MeV incident energy at three
scattering angles (58). Here the dashed lines denote tin- RPA results. The data were take from
ref. |57J.
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3.2.4 Quasielastic Electron Scattering

Let us now come to the response at higher momentum- and energy transfer. As can be seen from
Fig. 1 we then approach the quasielastic region which is dominated hy single-particle, rather
than collective, motion. At first sight, this simplifies the description considerably. In fact, the
IPM gives already a reasonable, qualitative account for the main features of the quasielastic
response.

I would like to concentrate on quasielastic electron scattering which has stirred a lot of
controversy in the last few years. In PWBA, which is adequate for low-Z targets, the inclusive
cross section is given by

^fRL(i,, E) + [ i ^ £ + ian^]/iTi?, £)} (3.2.43)

were antott accounts for scattering from a point nucleon and H is a recoil factor. Aside from
kinematical factors then- appear two structure functions, the longitudinal structure functtan

>(£-£„) (3.2.44)

in which the virtual photon couples to the charge density of the nucleus

A1j\i(q) = /'/ri'V./(</'*)V./,n/(r) l̂-(r) (3.2.45)

and the transverse structure function

Rr(q,E) — At y^l ('h:(g. Ej*\(J: HI^'J'MHO)!2

which arises from coupling to (lie convection and magnetization currents

I / i
Tj(q) = - líAVjV x Mu • j(r) + q M/j • <r(r))

qj

trgiq) = j'P>\M,u • j(r) f (V x M.,.,) • <r(V)] (3.2.47)

with

MjUr/r) = j,\qr)\r,, x e]^ (3.2.48)

(if, and 6'JW are the micleon electric and magnetic form factors, re»|>ectively. For notation see
ref. [591.
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Via Rosenblath separation, RL and RT can be obtained individually and it came as a big
surprise that RL is much smaller than what one would expect from the IPM. This is particularly
worrisome since there exist an asymptotic sum rule, namely the "Coulomb sum rule" which
states that, in the limit of large three momentum transfer, the energy-integrated longitudinal
response has to yield the total charge Z, or

= 1 (3.2.49)

In very like nuclei (3He,4He) the sum rule is satisfied for q > 2pF. In heavier nuclei, however,
one never accumulates the total charge even at the highest q measured, which is well beyond
Iff The IPM description of the structure functions may, of course, be too naive and at least
one should consider RPA corrections. These include ground state correlations which may alter
the conclusions about the "missing charge" in the accessible momentum range. But this is not
the case, as can be seen from Fig. 15.

« i

(MeV)
Energy (MeV)

Fig. \W. The lough IHIÍIMI ri>»poii><- fund ion ///,(</,/•,') in ihr quasielastic region for I2C and
l0('a. The full lines give the RPA results. Tin- (Lin were taken from [62] and
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We display continuum RPA calculations for Hi in I2C and ^Ca using a Woods-Saxon mean
field and a finite-range residual interaction which reproduces the empirical Landau parameters
in the limit of small momentum transfer [60]. As one sees, the calculations overpredict the
measured strength distributions, particularly in 40('a. The above results are quite typical and
do not depend sensitively on the residual interaction as long as it reproduces the spectrum of
collective modes [61]. At the highest momentum transfers they are also in good agreement
with nuclear matter calculations. [64]. It can therefore be concluded, that RPA is not able to
resolve the "missing charge problem" in heavier nuclei. We will return the this question in the
context of the SRPA.

3.2.5 Isobar Excitations

Before concluding the discussion of the RPA description of the nuclear response I would like
to incut ion (lit1 region of intrinsic excitations of the nucleon which governs the response at
high energy and large momentum transfer. The most prominent feature in this regime is the
excitation of the isobar which shows up as broad resonance above the quasielastic bump (see
Fig. I).

The excitai ion of the isobar in nucleon- or light-ion induced reactions is of part icular interest
since one observes a systematic downward shift of the resonance position with respect to the
elementary isobar production on the nucleon [15]. Since such a downward shift is not present
in electromagnetic excitations it may be attributed to residual interaction effects which are
different for hadronic probes. Since the A excitation involves a spin-flip, real or virtual photons
couple transversely to the nucleon spin, i.e. the spin is perpendicular to the momentum transfn
direction (n x (/-coupling). On the other hand, the nucleon-isobar interaction is mediated
largely by pion and /)-meson exchange. While the /i-meson, being a vector particle, couples
transversely to the spin, like the photon, the coupling of the pion, being a pseudoscalar particle,
is longitudinal (v • (/-coupling). In inelastic nucleon-nucleus scattering, one should then have
a mixture of spin-longitudinal and .spin transverse excitations. Since tin* one pion exchange is
attractive one expects a lowering of the spin-longitudinal excitations with respect to the IPM
which may explain the observed downwards shifts.

In DW1A the inclusive cross section for A-excitations is the same as in eq. (:i.2..'W)

where /',',(/','/) ate the initial (final) total energy of the projectile with wave vector k,(kj),
ti.\(F'B) denote the total energy of the target before (after] the collision and II is total energy
of all particles in the on-system. The transition operator F involves the distorted waves of the
projectile as well as the A'.V —• \S T-matrix

/ A k , , í ; , , j ) (3.2.5I)
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In contrast to the JV Af-case, this transition T-matrix is not well known from phase shift analyses.
It has to be obtained from the elementary A-production cross section. The following simple
parameterization

, E) = 2 6 8(A ,AI ~E?l^) V • 9)(st • 9) + (<r x i)(st x 9)}r • T (3.2.52)

with A, = 650 MeV describes the elementary cross section adequately. Here S and T are the
1/2 —> 3/2 transition spin- and isospin operators. This interaction is short-ranged and has an
equal mixture of spin-longitudinal and spin-transverse components.

To describe the target excited states in RPA, we have to define the A-hole excitation oper-
ator as

l U ik (3.2.53)

which is the same as eq. (3.1.3) except that the niu Icon-particle states have been replaced by
A-particle states. The KPA equations also have the usual form

(A B \( X" \ .. / 1 0 WX* \

with

' (3.2.55)

where <&h denotes the unperturbed A-hole energy and v is the residual interaction between
A hole states. Usually the A single-particle energy is obtained in a complex Woods-Saxon
potential to account for the width of the isobar. The parameters can be taken, for instance,
from the A-hole mode] for pion-nucleus scattering [65]. Considering the meson-exchange model
the residual interaction between isobar hole states contains pion- and />-meson exchange. As
mentioned, the pion couples longitudinally (»»") while the p-meson couples transversely (v1).
Therefore v will be of the form

v = (,'rll(S • «/MS*' • q) + ^ ( S x 7)(St' x q)T • T*'. (3.2.56)

The effects of other mesons are usually include by adding a phenomenological short-range
interaction. It is repulsive and the strength is controlled by the Landau-Migdal parameter g'AA.

With the A-hole wave functions X±h (Y£h) we finally obtain the transition amplitude
(0j/'|»>) in the DW1A cross section (eq. 3.2.50) as

Ah

>) (3.2-57)
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Results are given in Fig. 16. Here we show the 0° cross section for the (pn) reaction on 13C at
an incident proton energy of 800 MeV [66].

0.70-

200 300 400
« L (NO

500 600 700

Fig. 16: Zero degree neutron spectra for the reaction )2C(/»,n) at 800 MeV. The data were
taken from ref. [67]. The theoretical results have been multiplied by a normalization factor
iX = 1.5. Contributions from different muitipoles are also shown.

One obtains a reasonable description of the cross section.

4 The Second Random-Phase-Approximation

As has been mentioned above, a major shortcoming of the RPA is its underestimation of the
width P. This is particularly pronounced for giant resonances as illustrated in Fig. 17. Here
the A-dependence of F for the GDR and the GQoR are shown. One should recall that the
HPA is a pure mean field theory and therefore the only damping mechanism, included, is the
emission of a single nucleon into the continuum. This gives rise to the escape width F'. Any
damping processes which arise from collisions of nucleons in the mean field are not described.
To incorporate .such effects one ha» to improve the theory.
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Atomic Moss Number

Fig. 17: The mass number dependence of the width for the GDR (upper part) and the GQQR

(lower part). The dashed lines give the RPA predictions.

4.1 Formulation

Within the general framework of the equation of motion method (subsect. 2.2) it is obvious that
we should enlarge the operator space to include not only fermion pairs but also four fermion
operators or, in other words, lplh excitations as well as 2p2h excitations. We then have

a

(4.1.1)

Ma
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These «re the only possible combinations of two- and four ft*rmion operators to create an excited
state orthogonal to the ground state, being defined as

Qv\0)=0; for all;/. (4.1.2)

As in the RPA, the ground state is correlated leading to partial occupation of particle and hole

states. The occupation factors no = (0|a,Uo|0) are calculated according to eq. (3.1.4) [22] and
are quite similar to those of the RPA ground state. To evaluate the equations of motion

= E,,(0\[6Q,Qt)\Q), (4.1.3)

including 2p2h excitations, we assume that the variation SQ is given by an arbitrary variation
of the individual terms in eq. (4.1.1) and keep the IPM approximation for evaluating ground
state expectation values. This is justified, since the SRPA ground state correlations are of the
order of 10 % [22]. We then obtain, after some algebra, the SRPA equations as

which formally look like the usual RPA equations (eq. (3.1.6)). The stability matrix H is,
however, now composed of 2 x 2-gupeniiat rices

phyiP>jh>ih>2 \ g _ ( Bph,p>h' Bph,p',v'3h',h'3 \

hihj^p'jh',!,^ ) ' \ Rpxpihihi.p'h' ^pxpihxhj.p'^h'^ )

(4.1.5)

and the amplitudes .V" and y arc two component .siiprrvectors

( V" \ / V" \

v , V • >'"= v- " ( 4 1 6 )

The Z-amplitiidos do net appear. This is due to the fact that in the IPM-grouncI state

0, (4.1.7)

and hence the amplitudes X^,X^pihlh7.Y^pjhih and Ypmhth decouple from the amplitudes
Zp k h pj- Those need not to be considered and the SRPA orthononnality relations are given

by
AphAph ~ 'ph *phi

ph

~ &»<>• (4.1.8)
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The matrix eieinents Apkyv (B^^y) are the usual RPA matrix elements, while
( # ^ 1 W * , A,) describe the coupling of lplh states to 2p2h states. -4J,lWAIAlrP;Pjfc'1fc4 ( ^
contain mixing matrix elements among 2p2h states themselves. They have the following form

'.pjA'.fc; = -{Õ|[aj[ap,[Âr>,,a',aí,a l /2« | (» i]]|Ô),

; ^ ; Í (4.1.9)

To evaluate the double commutators we use the nuclear Haniiltonian in the mean field repre-
sentation (eq. (3.1.1)). A lengthy, but straightforward, calculation yields

+ «(/'í Pa)
~ a(PlP2)

= i'pp'hh'

~ Rpir-thlh2,v\p'2h\h\ = 0

(4.1.JO)

where nfrs; is the antisyrnmel rizer in the indices /•,.<<. The two-body matrix elements are rep-
resented in Fig. 18. The evaluation of the SRPA equations (eq. (4.1.4)) simplifies by observing
that one-body external fields

«la,i (4.1.11)

couple the SRPA ground state to lplh excitations and not directly to 2p2h excitations.
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(a) A - V V..V ipih — iplh

Htf • HH

Fig. 18: Graphical representation of the two-body matrix elements which occur in the stability
matrix of the SRI'A: (a) lplh -RPA diagrams, (b) coupling terms between lplh and 2p2h
states and (c) interaction terms in the 2p2h space.

In evaluating the linear response function we can thus project onto the lplh subspace. This
yields the following equations

B \( X" \_ ( 1 0 \ / X" \ (

which are like the usi;;;! RPA equation except that the A-matrix is now energy-dependent

Àr,,tP'h'(E) = AphtP,h, + Y, Kh,p,p,h,hJ^ - AP,P2hihJ,P\p'3h'lh'XiAp',pMh'rp>h> (4.1.13)

and has poles on the real axis. The transition amplitude (0|F|t/) also has the RPA form

Ph

and, with the eigenvalues Eu in eq. (4.1.12), the SRPA strength function S/(E) is determined.
It should be noted that, due to the poles in the i4-matrix, that there are many more eigenvalues
Ev than in the RPA. Some low-order diagrams, included in Sj(E), are depicted in Fig. 19. Aside
from the RPA diagrams (a) there are self energy insertions on the particle- and hole lines (b)
and ph-linked diagrams (c) and (d).
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(b)

Fig. 19: Low-order diagrams included in the evaluation of the SRPA strength function: (a)
RPA diagrams, (l>) self energy diagrams (c) and (d) ph-linked diagrams which renormalize the
ph interaction.

We shall define the energy-dependent terms in the <4-matrix as the ph self energy EU>
(l=(ph),l'= (p'h')). The imaginary part describes the decay of a lplh state into a 2p2h state
and is usually called the "spreading width I'1

rj,,(E) = 2Im £„<(£). (4.1.15)

Note that FJ is not diagonal in the ph-indices (11'). The off-diagonal terms arise from inter-
ference between the particle- and hole decay amplitudes which we shall come back to. Two
comments should be added:

- At E = 0 the spreading width vanishes which ensures stability of the SRPA ground state.

- There is a dispersion relation which relates me real part of En» to its imaginary part

(4.1.16)

This "Kramers-Kronig" relation ensures proper normalization of excited state wave func-
tions and is very useful in semiempirical modeling of 2p2h effects, as we shall discuss
below.
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4.2 Features of the SRPA

4.2.1 Sum Rules

Due to the Thouless theorem [23], the EWSR is conserved in RPA. In fact, this theorem leads
to a general expression of the k-th energy moment in terms of the RPA stability matrix

-JdlFA) = i/J ( % X ) V / , ; M = ( \ _» ) ,4.2.»

where f\ = (0|F|l). A similar expression can be derived in SRPA [68] in terms of the SRPA-
stability matrix

m}(SRPA) = U ( p1' p 2 ' )V/ , - , (4.2.2)
' I \ t•-»' ( 22' /

where

(4.2.3)

Since F is a one-body operator only the (11') - submatrix in the fc-th power of the stability
matrix is needed. This immediately yields that

m£(SRPA) = mJ-(KPA); m^SRPA) = m|(RPA) (4.2.4)

i.e. the mni-energy-weighted and the energy-weighted sum rules are the same as in RI'A. This
implies thai the 2pl?li slates redistribute the transition strength without creating additional
strength as compared to the RPA. It. is satisfying to see that the SRPA also conserves the
KVVSR. Differences occur in the higher sum rules. For the cubic-energy-weighted sum rule one
obtains, for instance,

»w}(SRPA) = i/í(C'n' + (\A'n»CW + Cn"('v2'('rv + C,/WrVi<)A7.' (4.2.5)

as compared to

mJ(HPA) = [-.{}('u'Mv- (4-2.6)

It is also interesting to give the expression for inverse energy-weighted sum rule, or static
polarizability. which corresponds to the E —* 0 limit of the response function Rj(E). One finds
that
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roj'iSRPA) - i / f (C,,. - (4.2.7)

with

(C ,,. - C , , i w
- ( , )

- 1

(4.2.8)

This expression differs from the RPA polarizability by the additional term —An'
the A-matrix which coincides with W À

in

4.2.3 Non-Markovian Behavior

An important feature of the SRPA equations is seen by considering the time-dependent version
of eq. (4.1.4) [69]. If we define the time-dependent lplh- and 2p2h amplitudes as

X2(t) = (4.2.9)

where the expansion coefficients cv are specified by the initial conditions with Aj(0) = 0 and
Vj(O) = 0 we obtain the following equations

f Alt, Biy

-li\i> -A*u,
Aw 0

i 0 -At*.

An'
0

A22>
0

0 \
A*

0
-Al,, j

' A'I

Yvx>
i Yv

d
X^ \
Yt

IJiininating the 2p2h space, we have in the lplh subspace

t-z-.

»r-l

wlwre

(4.2.10)

A\vYv(t)\ = VidrVM^YAi-T) (4.2.11)
) vJ0

(4.2.12)
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Here we have assumed that the 2p2h space has been diagonalized with eigenenergies F2. The
Ihsoi eq. (4.2.11) corresponds to the usual RPA, while the rhs contains the effects of the 2p2h
coupling. One observes that this term does not depend exclusively on the present time, but
also on the previous history of the system. This memory effect, or non Markovian behavior, is
a direct consequence of the SRPA equations. Invoking a Markovian approximation as is done,
for instance, in the relaxation time approximation [70] is equivalent to setting A't(/ — r) ss A',(<)
and V|(i — r ) « l'j(i). This yields an expression for F1 which is similar to eq. (4.1.15) but with
the energy E in the argument of the ^-function set to zero. Thus the Markovian approximation
violates energy conservation at finite energies. On the other hand, the memory effects in the
SRPA exactly restore energy conservation.

4.2.3 Coherence Effects

In infinito sysfnns the spreading width F l is strongly constrained by conservation laws, in
particular panicle number conservation. As a consequence, one finds that long-wavelength
density- and current fluctuations are not damped by coupling to 2p2h- and more complicated
excitations. Those observations partially apply to finite nuclei.

Fig. 20: The- square of the decay amplitude of a RPA state \v) into 2p2h states. The first
two graphs, in the lower part, correspond to incoherent decay, while the last graph gives the
contribution from interference.

We may define the amplitude of an RPA state \») for decay into a 2p2h state as
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>7).4I2, (4.2.13)
i

being mediated by the residual interaction t~>. As illustrated in Fig. 20, there are two contribu-
tions: one, in which the particle decays into a 2plh state and another in which a hole decays
into a 2hlp state. In F l , the amplitude enters squared which leads to the diagrams given the
lower part in Fig. 20. They involve self energy insertions on the particle- and hole lines, closely
related to the imaginary part of the optical potential, which describe incoherent decay. In
addition, there are also particle-hole linked diagrams ("bubble" diagrams) which correspond
to the interference terms (a minus-sign appears because of the extra hole line in the diagram
and the is a factor of two to account for the two possible time-orderings). In field theory, these
two classes of diagrams represent wave function renormalization (the self energies) and vertex
corrections (the bubble diagrams). For a conserved current, these cancel in the long-wavelength
limit as implied by the Ward-Takahashi identities.
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Fig. 21: Interference effects in tin» spreading width I'1 of the GM0H \n 20SPb. The upper part
give» th*» incoherent part (daslicd dotted) aitd tin- interference contribution (dashed) for the
isoscalar mode. They cancel each other almost exactly. The lower part «hows both contributions
for tfie isovrctor mode. In that case, the interference term i» very small and the spreading width
is therefore large.
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This cancellation is exact in an infinite system, as is well known from the electron gas [71]. In a
large finite nucleus they are also valid, to a large extend. In the nucleus, the isoscalar current is
conserved and we therefore expect that isoscalar RPA modes which are excited by long-wave-
length probes should decouple from 2p'2h excitations, i.e. they have vanishing spreading width.
For the GM0H in heavy nuclei this is, indeed, found within the SRPA as can be seen from
Fig. 21. With increasing angular momentum, the interference terms become less important
which can be understood on the basis of angular momentum conservation [17]. For other
excitations, like isovector collective modes or spin modes, there is no conserved current and
the interference terms are generally small. In those cases the spreading width is dominated by
incoherent particle- and hole decay (see lower part of Fig. 21).

4.3 Approximation Schemes

Because of the large number of 2p2h states, needed to correctly describe the strength function
«t the excitation energies of interest, the 2p2h pro|>agator in the second term of eq. (4.1.13)
involves the inversion a matrix of very large dimension (typically of the order of lOMO4). For
«II practical purposes it is prohibitive to invert such matrices. To proceed nonetheless with
meaningful calculations, one has to rely on certain approximations for the energy-dependent .4-
matrix whose validity has to l>e judged by comparison with experiment and by other arguments
of consistency. I will discuss two approaches: The first is a semiempirical model which relies on
optical potential information and is very easy to handle numerically. The second is fully mi-
croscopic approach where the 2p2h propagator is evaluated in the lowest-order approximation.
It is mure involved numerically but still manageable.

4.3.1 A Phenomenological Approach

let us consider the ph self energy, Sin», which we have defined in subsect. 4.1 as the energy
<l< l»nnlent part of the 4-matrix in eq. (1.1.13)

£„.(£) = £ < W - hrr'Arv- (4.3.1)

The corresponding diagrams are shown in Fig. 22. We now make the simplifying assumption
llial 3£||' does not depend on the ph indices, i.e.

! ;„.(£) * UH) = -MrY) + iT'(£)/2. (.1.3.2)

Such an approximation should be justified if 'many Ipll i excitations contribute coherently to
a piven mode (like in (iR1.*, for instance). The imaginary part determines a global, energy-
dependent spreading width P'(A') while lhe real part S{H) gives an energy shift.
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I ' WL

Fig. 22: Diagrams representing the ph self energy in the projected SRPA equations (eq. (4.1.12))

According the eq. (1.1.16), both arc not independent but related via a dispersion relation

(4.3.3)

With this assumption, it now very easy to see how the RPA strength function is modified
by 2p2h coupling. According to the spectral representation of the response function R/{E)
(e<|. (2.1.4)), we have

£ - £„ + ii
(4.3.4)

where (OjF|»/) is the RPA transition amplitude and Ev the RPA excited state energies. With
eq. (1.3.2) the SRPA strength function becomes

Im 1 1
E + {E¥

(4.3.5)

where

(4.3.6)

i.e. the RPA strength function is convoluted with an energy-dependent Breit-Wigner function.
It can be easily shown that the total strength, as well as the total energy-weighted strength, is
the same a» in the RPA, in agreement with the stun rule expectations discussed in subsert. 4.2.1
[72].
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In a second step, we model E(£") by using information from the decay width of hole states
and the imaginary part of the empirical optical potential which specifies the decay width of
particle states. A data compilation for medium heavy nuclei [73] is given in Fig. 23. In the
energy region of interest, the width is nearly symmetrical around the Fermi energy tf. It is a
smooth function of energy which can be parameterized easily (two possible parameterizations
are indicated in Fig. 23). The spreading width T^(E) can now be expressed as an energy
conserving average over ~ip and 7/, given by

*'[%(<)+ lk(t-E)]. (4.3.7)

It contains an adjustable parameter o which accounts for the coherence between particle and
hole decay amplitudes as discussed in subsect. 4.2.3.

E [MeV]

Fig. 23: I'pprr part: The energy dependence of tin* single-particle decay width •>(<) for particle
and hole states taken from the compilation in ref. [73]. The full- and dashed lines are two
different parameterization» of this energy dependence. Lower part: The semiempirical ph-self
energy as calculated from e.qs. (1.3.7) and (1.3.3) for o = 1.
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Fits to the width of known resonances give a = 0.5. As a consequence of the strong energy
dependence of 7P and 7/,, the spreading width Fl is also strongly energy dependent, especially
at low excitation energies (see Fig. 23). Once Vl(E) is determined, the real part A(E) can
be obtained from the dispersion relation (4.3.3). To illustrate how the RPA strength function
is affected by the coupling to 2ph states Fig. 24 shows results for the isovector 2+-strength in
40Ca. This figure compares the continuum RPA response (dashed lines) to the SRPA response
(full lines), both on a linear and on a logarithmic scale up to 100 MeV of excitation energy. One
observes a downward shift of the mean energy as well as a broadening. A sizable fraction of the
strength is shifted to high energies due to the strong energy dependence of F l. Especially on
the logarithmic scale, the energy tail is clearly visible. It should also be reiterated that, both,
the dashed- and the full line have the same energy-weighted sum rule value.

1000

800 -

60.0 -
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II
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20.0 40.0 600 •0.0 100.0

Energy (MeV)

Fig. 21: isovector qiudrupole strength distribui ion in /|0('a in RPA and SRPA. The lower part
displays the strength on a logarithmic scale.
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4.3.2 Results

This subsection presents & selected set of results within the semiempirical model for the inclusion
of 2p2h excitations to show the level of agreement with experiment.

Let us start with multipole strength functions. A recent (e.e'n) coincidence experiment [74]
has deduced the B(E2)- and #(£0) distribution in ""Pb by integrating over neutron angles.
The data are displayed in Fig. 25.

3000

10 12 14 16
a, the excitation energy (MeV)

Fig. 25: The B(E2)-and B(EO) strength distribution in the giant resonance region of 208Pb.
The theoretical curves indicate SRPA calculations [58]. The GQ0R- and GM0R contributions
are shown separately as the dashed-dotted and dotted lines. The data were taken from ref.
[74].

This figure also shows an SRPA calculation [58] using the semiempirical model for the 2p2h
coupling, discussed in the previous subsection. The agreement between theory and experiment
is quite satisfactory.

As another example we consider nucleon-nucleus reactions at intermediate energies which
have been discussed already in subsrct. 3.2.3 within RPA. Using a single step DWIA reaction
model, expression (3.2.39) for the inclusive cross section also applies in SRPA, except that the
^-function is replaced by energy-dependent Brnt-Wigner functions as given in eq. (4.3.5). A
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comparison between theory and experiment is given in Fig. 26 which displays cross section
measurements at 319 MeV incident energy in ^Ca [57] as well as at 200 MeV incident energy
in ""Pb [77], both, at four different scattering angles.
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Fig. 26: Double differential cross sections for intermediate energy proton-nucleus scattering.
The upper part displays 40Ca for 319 MeV incident energy while the lower part gives 208Pb
at 200 MeV. The DWIA-SRPA calculations were taken from ref. [76]. For 40Ca, a zero-range
(dashed lines) and a finite-range (full lines) residual interaction have been used. For 2O8Pb the
total cross section (full lines) as well as its spin-flip component (dashed lines) are displayed.
These results werp obtained with a zero-range residual interaction. The data were taken from
refs. [57] and [77].

Again the theoretical description of viie data is quite good. The underestimate of the cross
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section, at forward angles, is due to Coulomb excitation of the GDR which has not been in
eluded in the calculations. Spin observables in polarized iiucleon-micleus scattering have been
of considerable interest in the last decade. By measuring the direction of the polarization vector
of the projectile before and after the collision one can determine the polarization transfer coef-
ficients Dij [78]. These give information on spin-longitudinal and spin-transverse correlations
iu the target and hence reveal signatures of pionic and p meson-like degrees of freedom. At low
momentum transfer, the spin-flip probability Snn = 1/2(1 - Dnn) is of particular importance
since it allows extraction of the AS = 1 part of the total inelastic cross section. This is quite
small in (p./O-scattering (see lower part of Fig. 26). The calculated spin-flip probability is
compared to the measurements in Fig. 27 and again the agreement is satisfactory, especially
for *»Ph.
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Vis. 27: The spin-flip probability from polarized (p.//)-scat.tering in w('a at 319 MeV (upper
part) and in ""'Tb at 200 MeV (lower part) at differrnt scattering angles. The DW1A-SRPA
calculations me compared with the data of rrfs. [07] and [77].

Finally. I would like to return the qua.sirla.stic electron scattering which we have discussed within
the RPA in subsret. 3.2.4. Recall that the RIW underestimates the width of RL(q, E), especially
at lower inomriitiiin transfer. The inclusion of 2p2h excitations improves the agreement with
experimrnt as compared to lhe R1W as seen from Fig. 28. Considering, in addition, the
uncertainties in the off-shell behavior of (iv [79] tlir description of the measurement is quite
reasonable, especially in I2C.
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Fig. 28: ITie longitudinal response function lii(q, K) in the quasielastic region for I2C and 40Ca
at three diffrrrnt momentum transfers. The RPA results are given by the dashed lines while
the full lines denote the SRI'A results.

4.3.3 Microscopic Calculations

We now come to a fully microscopic evaluation of the SKPA strength function which treats the
excitation of Iplh- and 2p2h states on the .same fooling. It requires solution of the projected
equation (4.1.12) with the energy dependent A matrix /Í (/','). This matrix involves the full 2p2h
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propagator and is very difficult to evaluate because of large matrix dimensions. The calculations
simplify considerably if one neglects the residual interaction v in the 2p2h subspace. Such an
approximation is justified if the level density of 2p2h states is large, as is the case for giant
resonances in heavy nuclei or the quasielastir region. It implies that only the first term for the
2p2h interaction matrix A12' («J. 4.1.10)} is kept

(4.3.8)

In this case the 2p2h propagator is diagonal and the inversion in eq. (4.1.10) becomes algebraic.
One then obtains the following result for the energy-dependent ,4-matrix

2,r'h'- (4.3.9)

The numerical evaluation of this expression is comparatively easy even for heavy nuclei and
most calculations within the framework of SRPA have been done this wav.

4.3.4 Results

Here we show represent a tive microM'opir results focusing, first, on isoveclor spin excitations.
In the last decade, particular attention has been paid to the giant Gainow-Teller resonance
(677/) for which the spin atid isospin are Hipped without changing the radial wave function
(L = 0,S = l,T = l,J" = 1 + ). It dominates the 0"(/\n) charge exchange spectra at. incident
proton energies beyond 100 MeV [51]. For the (JTIi there exists a model independent sum rule,
the Ikerla sum rule [80], which provides a measure of the total transition strength

(4.3.10)
i=i i=i

Here |0) dmotes the ground stale in the parent nucleus and \v) the final state in the (Z+1,^—1)
and ('/ - I. V + I) daughter nuclei, respectively. Thus, 3(JV — Z) provides the lower limit of the
total strength for ar~-transitions. However, experimental estimates even when optimal back-
ground shapes are used [81], give on the average only 60% of this lower limit over a wide range
of the periodic table [82]. This suppression has been attributed either to isobar-hole admixtures
in the nuclear wave function [81] or to conventional configuration mixing effects which push
transition strength to high excitation energy where it escapes experimental detection [85]. The
latter effect can be calculated within the ShM'A and it becomes a quantitative question of how
much strength resides at high energy. The answer will depend on the nuclear llainiltonian. To
make reliable estimates it is therefore very important to use a residual interaction which is as
microscopic as possible, such as the (1 matrix.
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In Fig. 29 we show the theoretical results [86] of the GTR strength distributions in three
different neutron excess nuclei: **Ca, ""Zr and 2O8Pb.
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Fig. 29: Gamow-Teller strength distributions in several neutron excess nuclei. The left-hand
part displays the KPA results, while the right-hand part includes 2p2h states. The arrows
indicate the experimental centroid energies.

TIIP conventional RPA results (Ihs of Fig. 29) reflect the mixing between the vlfj/2 —* frl/7/2
and the yl/7/i —• ni/5/2 transitions for 48('a and the vlg^i -* irlg»/? and the v\gs/j -* v\g-/2
transitions for ""Zr, respectively. The total integrated strength equals 3(N — Z) in Jboth cases.
Because of the large neutron excess, more ph transitions are possible in ^ P b and therefore the
situation is more complicated. Except for 208Pb, the energy locations of the RPA states are in
good agreement with the experimental centroid energies [83] (indicated by arrows).

The mixing with 2p2h states via SRPA con rial ions (rhs of Fig. 29) leads to a substantial
fragmentation of the strength. Tails in the strength distribution develop and extend up to
«•xcitation energies of more than 50 MeV. The percentage of integrated strength, relative to
:j(A' - Z), contained in these tails ranges beiwee.11 27 - 29% for 48Ca and ^Zr up to 40% for
w §Fb. Thi* calculated energies of the GTR peaks are in good agreement with the experimental
ones. In particular, for 2O8Pb the discrepancy between theory and experiment on the RPA level
is removed, is The SB PA results indicate that iniuh less, if any, of the GTR strength is missing
when we take into account also the strength in the high-energy tail.

The theory can be directly compared to data by evaluating the charge-exchange cross sec-
tion. In Fig. 30 SBPA results for the 200 MeV *7i(/>,//) reaction at 0" are shown. After the
inclusion of two-step processes [88] the agreement with experiment [56] is quite satisfactory.
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Fig. 30: The zero-degree (p,n) spectrum for mZt at 200 MeV incident proton energy. The full
heavy line denotes experiment [56]. The two-step contributions to the t heoretical cross section
are shown separately.

The (p.n) spectra, at higher scattering angles, display structures which can be identified as
collective spin flip dipole (L = 1,5 = 1,7 = l,J* = 0- , l~ ,2") resonances (83]. These exci-
tations «re interesting, not only by themselves, but also in connection with the missing GTR
strength problem. They contribute considerably to the zero-degree (p,n) cross section due to
kinematirnl and distortion effects. Consequently, an understanding of their strength distribu-
tion is necessary for a reliable determination of the GTR strength. These states are indeed a
major part of the physical background of the GTR. The calculated strength distributions for
the 0". I" and 2~ components of the spin dijmle resonance in "°Zr are shown in Fig. 31. The
«lashed lines denote the RPA results and the full lines the SRPA results. For the RPA, the
0"- and i "strength is essentially concentrated in one single collective state. As 2p2h mixing
i« allowed for the strength is spread out over a large energy interval. The width of these states
are larger than 10 MeV and roughly 35% of the strength is shifted into the high-energy region
beyond 35 MeV. The 2" strength distribution is strongly fragmented already on the RPA level.
The 2p2h correlations then move a large portion of the strength (30%) into the high-energy
region E > 30 MeV. As a result of the high energy tails, the SRPA centroid energies are about
6 MeV higher for each miiltipolaiilv than lhe corresponding RPA energies.
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Fig. 31: Effect of 2p2h correlations on the i — 1 ( J ' = 0",l",2") strength distribution in
^Zr. The dashed lines display the RPA results (multiplied by a factor of 0.5), while the full
lines include coupling to 2p2h states [87].

Let us return to quasielastic election electron scattering. The microscopic evaluation of the
charge response #/,(</, E) is very involved, even in the simplest approximation. To get a reliable
estimate of variou» spreading characteristics at relatively large momentum transfer by keeping
all 2p2h states explicitly one has to use a much larger single-particle basis to generate the lplh
and 2p2h states than at small momentum transfer. Since, in light nuclei, one reaches the higher
momentum components faster when increasing t.he shell-model basis, result» are only available
for l3C Limiting the number of major shells in t he Woods-Saxon potential to eight, generates
multipoles up to . / ' = 9+ and confines their RI'A stre-.igth to the energy interval between 0
and 100 MeV. Results at three different momentum transfers are displayed in Fig. 32 [89].
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Fig. 32: The longitudinal charge response in 12(' f<;r I linv differrnt values of momentum transfer.
The full lines display the microscopic SRPA results. The dashed lines show the isoscalar (T = 0)
and isovector (T = 1) components separately. The data were taken from ref [62].

The solid lines represent the SRPA result». The isoscalar (T = 0) and isovector {T = 1)
contributions are given separately by the dashed lines. S'wa the ph interaction is attractive in
the isoscalar and repulsive in the isovector channel the centroid energy of the T =• 0 response is
lower than that of the T = 1 response. As expected, the spreading effects in the isovector part
of the response are larger than in the isoscalar part. The resulting total response essentially
explains the data [62] for momentum transfers of q = 250 MeV/c and below, which means that
the 2p2h rffecls are very important even at higher momentum transfers. As a consequence of
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the restricted configuration space, the agreement is not as good at q = 300 MeV/c.
I would like to conclude this subsection with a critical remark which concerns coherence

effects in the decay of RPA states. As we have discussed in subsett. 4.2.3, the SRPA predicts
almost vanishing spreading width for the GMQR in 308Pb. Experimentally, however, the total
width is found to be of the order of 2.5 MeV. Furthermore, from (a, a'n) coincidence studies an
upper limit of 300 keV for the escape width I'1 can be deduced [91]. This value is consistent with
continuum RPA calculations of FT [90]. We thus have a problem which indicates limitations of
the SRPA, as it has been developed in these lectures. One source of difficulty may be the fact
that 2p2h correlations in the ground state arc not treated on the same footing as in the excited
state. Due to the quasi-boson approximation, the ground state correlations are essentially the
same as in RPA, as I have pointed out. On the other hand the excited states include 2p2h
correlations more exactly. It will remain a major t heoretical challenge to reach consistency and
to understand the decay properties of breathing modes.

5 Summary

The nuclear many-body problem is one of the great challenges that has not yet been solved
satisfactorily. In the absence of exact results, the nucleus currently provides a testing-ground
of various approximation schemes for the ground- and excited states. In these lectures we
have concentrated on the dynamics of small perturbations where the nucleus responds linearly
to an applied, external field. The response function shows rich excitation spectrum involving
collective motion of many particles, single-particle dominated processes and sub-nucleon exci-
tations. The aim was to develop a theory which is able to unify these aspects. Starting from
exact many-body equations we have developed approximation schemes of increasing level in
complexity.

In lowest-order we have obtained the UI'A which is the simplest theory of excited states,
consistent with conservation laws. It is quite successful in predicting global features of the
transition strength distributions over a wide kincmatical range. In particular, the centroid
energies of giant resonances, the energy location of the quasielastic peak and the mean energy
of isobar excitations are well reproduced. It also gives a good description of measured transition
densities and How patterns in surface vibrations. For (7/?-transition densities its predictions
are not yet accessible, experimentally. As I have pointed out, the RPA is a mean field theory
and therefore very similar to Landau's theory of zero sound in homogeneous Fermi liquids.
For nuclei this leads to important predictions. It is expected that transition currents have
considerable vorticity which can not occur in the liquid drop model. More spectacularly, there
are modes which no restoring force in hydrodynamics. Unfortunately, such modes have not yet
been discovered experimentally.

A major shortcoming of the RPA is its underprediction of the width. This is most no-
ticeable for giaiii resonances. The general many-body framework, we have discussed, allows
to systematically improve the RPA by including both Iplh- and 2p2h excitations. The re-
sulting SRPA theory is again consistent with conservation laws. It properly includes effects
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of residual collisions among nucleons in the mean field and therefore accounts for dissipative
processes. These processes are, however. non-Markovian since the system remembers its past
history during its time-evolution. Another interesting feature is the quantum coherence in the
dissipation which is very pronounced for modes with quantum numbers of conserved currents.
For monopole vibrations, the theory predicts almost vanishing coupling the 2p2h states. Other
modes are very strongly damped and the width is properly described in most cast*, lhe mixing
with 2p2h states leads to high energy tails in the transition strength distributions which can
be understood from simple level density arguments. The agreement of SRPA calculations with
experiment is quite satisfactory, as I have illustrated in several examples. In particular, the
calculations explain the missing GTR strength in the low-energy spectrum without invoking
large admixtures of virtual excitation of A-hole configurations. The SRPA, which successfully
explains tlie low-energy behavior of the nuclear response, can he extended without further
assumptions into the quasielastic region. Limitations are only imposed by computational ca
|>acity. In regions where we can manage a complete space, the- deviation of the SRPA results
from the measured charge response is small, indicating that the "missing charge problem" may
be explained within a proper non-relativist ic inany-lMxly theory.
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